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Abstract
Thanks to the important and increasing growth of the carpooling phenomenon throughout the
world, many researchers have particularly focused their efforts on this concept. Most of the
existent systems present multiple drawbacks regarding automation, functionalities, accessibility,
etc. Besides, only few researchers focused on real time carpooling concept without producing
promising results. To address these gaps, we introduce a novel approach called DOMARTiC: a
Distributed Optimized approach based on the Multi-Agent concept for the implementation of a
Real Time Carpooling service. We particularly focus on the distributed and dynamic aspect not
only within the geographical network’s representation but also regarding the used automatic tools
and the implementing algorithms. Adequate modeling on the base of which a distributed
architecture is set up has been adopted helping to perform decentralized parallel process. This
helped to take into consideration different aspects we should be involved in, especially the
optimization issue as users' requests must be performed in a reasonable runtime. Responses
provided to users should also be efficient with regards to the fixed optimization criteria.
Keywords: Real Time Carpooling, Optimization, Network’s Decomposition, Distributed Dynamic
Graph Modeling, Multi-Agent System, Distributed Algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of organisms and events focusing on the emergency of addressing current
environmental problems, researches have been developed to provide better conditions for
survival. In particular, financial problems in addition to environmental ones caused by transport
means evolution, made researchers consider this issue more in depth.
According to a study achieved in year 2000 [1], the total number of cars exceeded 740 million in
the world. This car's invasion came to extend individual and collective problems (i.e. financial
limitations, CO2 emission ...) [2] importantly influencing people behavior [3]. Although public
transport means remedied to almost all of these problems, they unfortunately could not afford as
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much moving liberty, flexibility and comfort. Thus, tackling those problems has become
increasingly urgent. Efforts developed in this context to reach a compromise, led to innovative
transport services. Among them, carpooling is a concept that brought a great interest since more
than a couple of decades. Indeed, several researchers dealt with carpool problem and many
systems are already operational in Europe and throughout the world [2]. Technologies used in
such systems and results carried out up to now are rather promising and very rewarding [4]. The
fact remains that existing works show some limits. This made us consider this issue and propose
a novel approach called DOMARTiC with an optimization dilemma dealing with real time users’
requests and trying to perform optimized responses. Thus, in this paper, we focus on the
carpooling concept, basically, with an innovative view that tackles the problem of handling
instantaneously received users’ requests. Our first target is then to improve the quality of service
so that subscribers could obtain real time generated responses, efficiently and promptly. For this
purpose, we consider a new network’s representation, a conceptual modeling and the automatic
tools needed to implement necessary algorithms to generate optimized carpooling service. We
mainly focus on the multi-agent concept since it provides, in combination with high technologies,
the efficiency required to deal with real time users' queries.
The rest of this paper is then organized as follows: in section 2, a general background provides a
non-exhaustive list of the existent carpooling systems. Section 3 describes the proposed
approach DOMARTiC with a focus on the multi-agent concept and the distributed assignment
algorithm performed to generate optimized matching. Details are also given about the formal
specifications of our problem, the optimization aspect within it and the network’s decomposing
process is briefly described. Section 4 comes to sum up our work and present future prospects.

2. SCRUTINY OF THE RELATED WORKS
Also known as ride-sharing or lift-sharing, carpooling refers to the shared use of a car by the
driver and one or more passengers, usually for commuting1. Carpoolers share journeys if their
personal choices match2 (i.e. Trip origin, destination, date and time or time slots, etc.), (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1: Carpooling : Offers and Demands.

Largely due to its multiple advantages [4], carpooling has become in recent years a remarkable
phenomenon and individuals increasingly tend to appreciate it. In this context, urban carpooling is
often promoted as an alternative to owning a car [5], [6]. Besides, carpooling combats rising traffic
congestion [4], reduces energy consumption and moving costs.

1
2

http://www.answers.com/topic/carpool
http://www.carpoolglobal.com
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Regarding its promising impact on people and environment, it was considered in many works [2]
and formal carpool projects have been around in a structured form since the mid-1970s. They are
rather shown as:
- Virtual supports for reservations’ management such as 123envoiture3 4 or aidecovoiturage.com5 that allow users to subscribe in order to access carpooling services and
post specifications about their trips or consult planned trips and join each other if one of
the available proposals meet their needs.
- Virtual social networks or forums (e.g. COMOVE6) that propose automatic tools allowing
their subscribers to directly meet and agree on details about trips to share. Forums suit
for the same principle as the one detailed above since they are presented as websites
where, besides of consulting drivers’ offers and passengers’ requests, people can meet
and directly discuss through chat-rooms.
Despite the important progress experimented on carpooling concept thanks to the existent works,
it still remains in embryonic stage regarding automation and real time aspects. Indeed, existing
systems only consider the standard deal with offers and requests storage. Almost all of these
works only tackle the static ridesharing issue whereby users must plan their trips in advance
(Figure 2) and so neglecting the dynamic aspect.

FIGURE 2: Carpooling: Existing Systems.

In order to make up this shortfall, we propose to consider the dynamic aspect. In fact, even if real
time carpooling was considered in some approaches (e.g. GoLoco, Easy-Rider,
T.écovoiturage…) [2, 7], most of them no longer exist. Furthermore, none of the existent systems
evoked the security issue which is one of the main reasons hindering their success. Thus, we are
especially involved in the concepts of traceability, communication and security services.

3. DOMARTIC: AN OPTIMIZED PROCESS TO PROVIDE A REAL TIME
CARPOOLING SERVICE
Setting up a ridesharing service as satisfactory as possible is our main objective. Proceeding
from this basic principle and in an attempt to remedy the problems outlined above, we consider
the problem of processing real time users’ requests. The proposed approach mainly aims at
carrying out a system that allows its users to reach a vehicle anywhere, at any time and as rapidly

http://www.greencove.fr
http://www.123envoiture.com/
5
http://www.aide-covoiturage.com
6
http://www.comove.com/forum-covoiturage/index.php
3

4
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as possible. For this purpose, adequate tools as well as an appropriate solving methodology are
considered. Among them, a based GPS positioning tool as we need to be provided with real time
information about drivers and passengers so that we can process their requests and perform
vehicles’ traceability and so ensure users’ safety. To do this, system users must have already
agreed on a number of terms of use. For example, they must accept to be located at any time of
the trip. This is done first time they access the system so that they can subscribe.
As the technological development is at its peak (e.g. GPS geolocation, mobile devices connected
via GPRS or Internet…), it is convenient to take advantage from the observed advancement
especially in networks and communication to set up a highly interactive framework. The
elaborated automated support enables users to communicate with each other and with the
system itself. Figure 3 illustrates a real view of our system showing possible communications
between its actors. In addition to users, vehicles and the GPS module, the assignment process
constitutes a main and central actor and has a pivotal role ensuring communication with and
between the other actors. As it is responsible for automatically processing dynamic and optimized
allocation of vehicles to users, it is considered as the core of our work.

FIGURE 3: A based Communication Support within DOMARTiC.

In this context, our work is directly involved in setting up a complete carpooling framework that
primarily establishes several functionalities (see Figure 4). Among the latter, parallel requests
acquisition and their parallel decentralized process according to a distributed architecture set up
through a subdivision process lately defined.
Optimization is the key word in the process developed and is considered on more than one sight:
Firstly considering the optimized requests’ process according to the chosen criteria,
And secondly considering the real time constraints according to which responses must be
provided within an acceptable time of processing (i.e. as minimum as possible).
Consequently, we are mainly concerned with providing, within a reasonable response delay, the
best solution or at least an optimized or an approximate one.
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FIGURE 4: DOMARTiC’s Main Functionalities to establish an Optimized Process.

3.1. Parallel Requests’ Processing
Setting up a dynamic ridesharing system should instantly take into account users' requests for
immediate trips. Thus, to guaranty users’ satisfaction regarding required optimum response
delay, we are involved in instantaneously process their requests. Moreover, users may probably
issue queries approximately at the same time which should be processed in parallel. For this
purpose, we introduce a parameter called ∆ε [8] that indicates a negligible time lapse during
which requests’ acquisition should be performed (Figure 5).

FIGURE 5: Parallel Requests Processing within an Optimized Real Time Carpooling System.

3.2. Optimization Within DOMARTiC: Towards a better Quality of Service
Considering the dynamic carpooling issue involves optimization with a driving idea that refers to
users’ satisfaction. As shown in figure 6, multiple criteria could be considered for this purpose.
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FIGURE 6: Optimization Criteria to consider in Dynamic Carpooling Services.
Optimization mainly concerns vehicles' dynamic allocation to passengers, searching for the best
offer meeting users requests’ specifications, or at least an approximate proposal.
In this paper, optimization primarily lies in selecting solutions maximizing comfort (i.e. minimizing
the number of transfers) trying by the way to ensure trips’ continuity. In this context, vehicles
serving a given route asked by a given user are considered if and only if they satisfy a set of
feasibility constraints (lately formulated). These constraints mainly refer to the number of places
available, times of departure and arrival, itineraries of the considered cars that must fit the asked
route while matching the user’s moving preferences (i.e. departure and arrival time, number of
persons…) on this route.
Secondly, an optimal solution is chosen among the firstly selected ones considering another
criterion. Indeed, the final selection focuses on the solution that minimizes the global Trip
Duration. The latter involves both of the Waiting time (W t) and the Traveling time (Tt). Thus, a
Fitness function aggregating W t and Tt is considered in a multiobjective optimization optical view.
Complexity of the Optimized Real Time Carpooling Problem (ORTCP)
Considering an optimized dynamic carpooling system implies to consider the problem of its
combinatorial complexity. To prove ORTCP’s high complexity, we consider a comparative study
(Table 1) with the Dynamic Pick-up and Delivery Problems (DPDPs), especially the Swapping
Problem (SP) [9] or Dial-a-Ride problem (DARP). PDPs are a class of vehicle routing problems in
which objects or people have to be transported between an origin and a destination [10].
Problem

Parameters

Constraints

Objective Function

DPDPs: Dynamic
Pick-up and
Delivery Problems

Vertices with objects or
persons (Dynamic
Swapping Problem SP or
Dial-a-Ride Problem
DARP)
Users’ Locations,
Requests’ Specifications
(Origins and Destinations),
Intersections with Cars’
Routes

Vehicle with limited unit
capacity, real time
requests…

Search for the shortest
path to accomplish the
rearrangement of the
objects (or persons)

Cars with limited
number of available
places, cars’ itineraries,
real time requests…

Search For an
Optimized itinerary
regarding Trip Duration
For Each User’s
Request

Optimized Real
Time Carpooling
Problem (ORTCP)

TABLE 1: Dynamic Carpooling Problem in comparison with SP and DARP.

ORTCP is obviously analogous to DPDPs. The SP as well as DARP are known to be of
exponential complexity and belong to the NP-Hard problems category. So, this comes to confirm
the high complexity of ORTCP and states it as a combinatorial optimization problem (i.e.
O(ORTCP) ≡ O(SP) ≡ O(DARP)). Moreover, many other aspects have not been considered in
the previous study and are liable to heighten even more the complexity. Among those aspects:
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• ORTCP should also take into account cars’ moving specifications,
• There is more than one car that could respond to one or more request …
Jointly solving those problems become even more complex as much as there is more users’
requests and/or more available cars (i.e. O (ORTCP) > O (SP)).
This study reveals many difficulties that would probably present a big handicap through the way
to process optimization tasks. Thus, we propose to decompose the original problem into partial
ones to promote distributed parallel process.
3.3. A Subdivision Principle to set up a Distributed Dynamic Architecture
In order to overcome ORTCP’s high complexity, we propose a novel network representation
mainly concerned with the way to elaborate a distributed architecture trying to divide the initial
whole task into smaller parallel ones and so reduce the initial problem’s complexity. Proceeding
from this basic concept, we might be able to perform distributed parallel requests processing.
DOMARTiC’s Formal Specification
Partially inspired by the PDPs and the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) formal modeling [11], we
define the dynamic optimized carpooling problem, at a given time t, as the triplet
T (t ) = (G (t ), D(t ), O (t )) where:
 G (t ) = ( N (t ), A(t )) is a directed graph with :
o N (t ) : The set of nodes set up on the base of geographical coordinates
corresponding to origins, destinations or Intermediate Destinations of either asked
or offered trips at time t.
o A(t ) : A set of directed arcs that represent real time constructed paths relating
origins to their destinations. They concern vehicles’ remaining itineraries and
users’ asked routes in function of existent intermediate destinations.
G (t ) is real time constructed and has no fixed characteristics or shape since it mainly
depends on users’ requests (i.e. D (t ) ) and cars’ offers (i.e. O(t ) ). Consequently,

G (t ) is a dynamic graph.
n

 D (t ) =

UD

Up

(t ) is the set of carpooling demands received at time t. It refers to

p =1

n

U (t ) =

U (U p (t )) :

the set of n users having issued requests. Each user

’s

p =1

request is defined as
o

DU p (t ) = ( dU+ p , dU− p , PU p , [ DeU p , AU p ]) where :

dU+ p is the origin of the required route. It may refer to his geographical localization
whenever it is not specified by the user U p .

o

dU− p is

the destination of this route. Moving origins and destinations are

represented by a couple of nodes in the graph G (t ) . Thus, N D (t ) is the set of
nodes in G specific to users’ demands:
n

N D (t ) = U (dU+ p , d U− p ) (t ) ⊂ N (t )
p =1

o PU p is the number of Persons including Up, that must move from

dU+ p to dU− p .

o [ DeU p , AU p ] designates a limited time interval that defines the global trip duration.
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DeU p is the Departure time at the earliest, and AU p is the time of Arrival at the
latest. This interval, when specified, represents the preferred departure time and
at worst the tolerated Arrival time for a given request. Otherwise, the concerned
user may have no preferences and do not specify one of these parameters or
both. In this case, default values of DeU p and AU p are respectively the current
time and an Estimated Arrival Time (
+
Up

−
Up

) calculated as follows:
+
Up

EAT (d , d , t ) = TT (d , d U− p , t ) + TDT (d U+ p , d U− p )
Where the Traveling Time (TT (O, D, t )) is the function weighting arcs of G and
calculating the time needed to traverse a path from a given origin O to a
determined destination D:

TT (O, D, t ) = Distance(O, D ) ∗ TAT (O, D, t ) /(O, D) ∈ A(t )
and TDT (O, D) is the Tolerable Delay Threshold apportioned to a fixed
tolerable delay of 10 minutes per 50 kilometers. It represents the acceptable
maximum delay on the distance between O and D:

TDT (O, D ) = Distance(O, D ) ∗

10
50

Distance (O, D) is the formula calculating distance between two GPS coordinates:

Distance(O, D) = ( LongitudeO − Longitude D )² + ( LatitudeO − Latitude D )²
TAT is a given data on the Traveling Average Time that depends on roads’ type,
the period of traveling (e.g. rush hour, normal period...) and the weather. Then,
arcs’ weights could vary over time. Based on this and on its real time defined
specifications (i.e. arcs and nodes), we can state that G(t) is a highly dynamic
graph. A graph is dynamic if at least one of its parameters is function of time
[12][13].
As two users or more could ask for a same route, the set of requests D (t) is then
modeled as an Origin to Destination
matrix (k x k):

L
L 
d1+  D( d1+ , d1− )

L

M  K

D( d + , d − )
M 
D (t ) = d i+  M
i
i


M 

L
D( d + , d − ) 
d k+  L
k
k

Each element D + − / i ∈ {1..k } of the matrix refers to the set of users’
(d , d )
i

i

+
−
demands on a given route i defined by its origin d i and destination d i . As
+ −
there could be more than one user asking for the same route ( d i , d i ) , matrix’s
element referring to the latter contains the set of users’ demands on this route
showing the different parameters (i.e. number of persons, time of departure at the
earliest, and the arrival time required) specific to each one of them.
m

O(t ) = U OV j (t ) is the set of cars’ offers. V (t ) =
j =1

m

U (V j (t ))

is a fleet of m vehicles

j =1

offering journeys and already circulating through the geographical network at time t or not
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+

yet. Each vehicle V j has a limited capacity CV ∈ C and its origin (OV j ) and
j
−

destination (OV j ) are designated by a couple of nodes in G (t ) :
m

N O (t ) = U (OV+j , OV−j )(t ) ⊂ N (t )
j =1

N O (t ) is the set of offered trips’ specifications related to cars’ origins and destinations.
 ID1 


OV j (t ) = (O , O , PLV j ,  L , [ DeV j , AV j ]) is
offer where besides of
 ID 
 z
+
−
parameters (OV j , OV j , [ DeV j , AV j ]) similar to those defined in requests, the driver
+
Vj

−
Vj

may specify:
o PlV : the number of places available in V j at time t for a given route (i.e.
j

[OV+j , OV−j ] ).
 ID1 
z


o IDV j =  M  = U IDq ,V j : The set of addresses V j would pass by to reach
q =1
 ID 
 z V
j

its final destination. These addresses are defined as Intermediate Destinations
(ID) that can be either specified by the driver or set by the system in previous
process as pickup or deposit places and represent a set of specific vertices
N ID (t ) of G (t ) :
m z

N ID (t ) =

U U IDq,V

j

(t ) ⊂ N (t )

j =1q =1

Thus,

N (t ) = N D (t ) ∪ N O (t ) U N ID (t )
The set of offers (i.e. O(t)) is modeled as an Origin to Destination (i.e. ODV (t)) matrix
f
that considers each single route [o, d ] / (o, d ) ∈ ( Oi = N O (t ) ∪ N ID (t ))² .
i =1

U

O1−

...

Oi− ...

O −f

L
L 
O1+  O(O1+ ,O1− )


L
* 
M  K

O(O + ,O − )
M 
O (t ) = Oi+  M
i
i

*
X


M

L
O( O + ,O − ) 
O +f  X
f
f 
A given element Oo, d (t ) of O(t ) refers to an elementary or composed path ([o, d])
from an origin o to a destination d. Oo, d (t ) may take one of the following values:
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 X : if according to the road law, [o, d ] could not be traversed in this

direction;


O( o, d ) (t ) = * : if there is no offer considering this route (i.e. no vehicule passing by [o, d ]);

j
j
j
The set of parameters ( Pl o ,d , Deo ,d , Ao,d ) of each vehicle V j serving the
 route[o, d ]
When at least one offer exists on a given route [o, d], related matrix element O(o, d) (t)
contains several information on the concerned offer(s) for each vehicle Vj serving it:
j
o Pl o, d : The number of places available within V j on [o, d]. This parameter could
differ from a partial route to another with reference to passengers’ deposit and / or
pickup at intermediate destinations,
j
o [ De, A] o, d (t ) : indicates V j ’s Departure time at the earliest from o and its
Arrival time at the latest on d that are calculated as in what follows:
For each two successive route’s segments [h,o] and [o,d] /
[h, o],[o, d ] ⊆ OV (t ) :

[

]

j

De (t ) = De (t ) + TT (h, o, t )
 j
j
 Ao, d (t ) = Ah ,o (t ) + TT (h, o, t ) + TDT (h, o)
j
o,d

j
h ,o

Cars’ itineraries are composed of several sections and different vehicles may
have in common some partial routes or simply intersection points. Each node of
could then have one or more successors referring to potential intermediate or
final destinations. This helps distinguish two main sets for each node x ∈ N (t ) :
1. The set of successors denoted
defined as:
N x+ (t ) = {v ∈ N (t ) /( x, v) ∈ A(t )}
2. The set of predecessors denoted
defined as:
N x− (t ) = {v ∈ N (t ) /(v, x ) ∈ A(t )}
Cars’ global itineraries are then modeled as n successors’ chain,
:

v ∈ N (t ), ∀k ∈ [0, n]
 k
n −1

ITV j (t ) = (v0 , v1 ,..., v n ) with v 0 = OV+j , v n = OV−j , U v q = IDV j (t )
q =1

∀v , v ∈ IT (t ), (v , v ) ∈ A(t )
Vj
k
k +1
 k k +1

FIGURE 7: A global itinerary composed of several sections.

and so as a composed route of a finite number of Partial Itineraries (PI):
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n −1

{

}

ITV j (t ) = U PI sj = [OV+j , ID1 ],[ ID1 , ID2 ],...,[ IDq −1 , IDq ],...,[ IDz , OV−j ]
s =1
j

Where PI s is the partial itinerary s of the vehicle V j . Two cars could share
itineraries intersection without having any common partial route but can also
share Partial Itineraries as well. Shared PIs could be served by different vehicles
at different times or (almost) simultaneously. As the system may process users’
requests generating recomposed solutions (Figure 8) with limited number of
transfers if no complete solution exists, responses provided to users in this case
are then defined as:

FIGURE 8: A composed optimized solution.
j

Here PI s ,i refers to the vehicle V j that optimizes the Trip Duration on the Partial
Itinerary s ( PI s ,i ) composing the global solution provided to user i. To be
considered as a potential feasible solution on ( PI s ,i ) ,

V j must firstly satisfy

some constraints:
j
j
- Pl s ≥ PU i : V j must have enough available places Pl s on partial itinerary s
according to the number of places asked by user i.

- PI s ,i ∈ ITV j : V j serves the section s ( PI s ,i ) in the correct order from its origin

( PI s+,i ) to its destination ( PI s−,i ) .
- De PI j ≥ DeU i : V j could be assigned to the first leg of the given solution to
1, i

user U i if and only if its departure time at the earliest from the concerned route’s
origin is greater or equal to the one specified by the user.
- De PI j ≥ API v , ∀s ∈ (1..n − 1) : for each two successive partial itineraries, V j
s ,i

s −1, i

is considered as a solution on PI s ,i only if its departure time at the earliest at its
+

origin ( PI s ,i ) is later or equal to the arrival time of the vehicle Vv on the previous
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−

+

leg destination ( PI s −1,i = PI s ,i ) .
- API j

n −1, i

≤ AU i , the vehicle V j serving the last route’s section of ITU i (t ) must
−

reach the final destination ( d U i ) at AU at the latest.
i
Based on this and on the optimization criteria considered, the final decision
considering the optimized solution for each partial route (s) is taken on the base of
an aggregative fitness function optimizing the trip duration on the considered
route:
TD s* = Min j∈V s (TD s, j = w1, zWt j , s + w2, z Tt j , s )
Where Vs is the set of vehicles serving the route s while satisfying the whole set of
constraints mentioned above.
The whole global solution corresponds to the one optimizing the global Trip
Duration of ITU (t ) :
i

n −1

n −1

TDU* = ∑ Min j∈Vs (TDs , j ) = ∑ Min j∈Vs (w1, zWt j , s + w2, z Tt j , s )
i

w1, z

and

s =1

w2, z

s =1

computation

details

are

given

in

what

follows.

A Subdivision Principle to Establish a Physical Distributed Architecture
To optimize execution properties and response delay, requests' acquisition is performed in
parallel and then processed simultaneously. According to DOMARTiC’s formal specifications, a
dynamic graph is used to represent the set of requests and offers. Based on this graph, a
distributed architecture is established through a subdivision process. This helped to convey the
idea of setting up an optimized decentralized process performing dynamic vehicles’ assignment.
Hence, we are mainly involved in the way to decompose the whole process into a finite number of
less complex tasks executed in parallel. Trying to translate that idea, the first step was to break
the geographical served network into several areas of limited surfaces and having the same
circular shape and dimensions, created areas have common characteristics:
- They refer to geographical zones with limited perimeters,
- Zones may intersect and have common parts with each other,
- Zones' shape is the same for all the established areas. They are presented as circles
which centers are dynamically determined,
- Zones are real time constructed according to the instantly received demands and the
available offers at the considered time t ...
The subdivision process adopted [14] determines sets of neighbors coordinates (i.e. nodes of G(t)
that are close to each other with respect to the fixed zones’ diameter) and establishes several
areas. Each one of the created areas corresponds to a given set of neighbors and responds to
the stated characteristics. In this decomposing process, two main steps are considered:
a) Step 1: Whereby Primary Zones (PZ) are established considering only passengers'
requests specifications (i.e. asked origins and destinations) on the base of which groups
of neighbors coordinates are determined. A PZ is created for each one of them.
b) Step 2: Including drivers' moving specifications and their moving itineraries, the same
principle is followed to set up Intermediate Zones (IZ) taking into account the firstly
established ones (i.e. PZ).
This decomposing principle is the base of the decentralized process where optimized responses
management is performed in a distributed way over the several created zones. Based on this and
as we consider a fitness function aggregating W t and Tt, their weights differ from one zone to
another and are calculated properly to each zone z of the considered areas (z є Z). W t and Tt
weights (i.e. w1, z, w2, z ) are calculated according to the Proportion of Positive Delay (PPDz):
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PPDz (t) = VPDz [t - θ, t] / TN [t - θ, t]
This parameter reflects, more faithfully than any other, users’ waiting and traveling time within
each zone at a given time t and helps estimating trips’ global duration based on prior knowledge
observed on ∆t = [t – θ, t ] (i.e. the number of cars that started their journeys in z later than firstly
indicated (VPDz: Vehicle having Positive Delay) compared with the Total Number of cars (TN).
In fact, PPDz shows the impact of different factors (e.g. traffic congestion, disturbances …)
observed during an elapsed period of time θ in a zone z and that might directly or not affect the
traveling duration. Thus, based on this concept, ω1 and ω2 differ from one zone to another and
may change over time. Their respective formulas are defined as:
ω1, z (t) = PPDz (t)
ω2, z (t) = 1 - PPDZi (t)
The established architecture is then presented as a distributed dynamic graph that is largely
appropriate to parallel requests processing jointly considering the multi-agent concept [13].
3.4. Setting up a Distributed Software Architecture Based on the Multi-Agent Concept
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are composed of several entities that can be seen as interacting
intelligent agents with parallel operations [15]. These agents act in a specific environment
according to a certain organization and follow pre-established communication rules to ensure a
coherent global process. MAS can be used to solve problems with high complexity. Thus, this
concept is perfectly well adapted to represent carpool community where different agents must
coexist and cooperate to provide a real time carpooling service as satisfactory as possible.
Review of Existent Multi-agent Systems
MAS have known a great success in the analysis and description of traffic systems increasing
traffic components autonomy and facilitating the integration of several frameworks [16, 17]. In
classical carpooling systems [18], users are represented by software agents. A special one called
super-agent is responsible for managing users’ requests searching for possible matchings, but
the final choice is yet done by the concerned users and decision is always made by them.
Some mobile-based multiagent applications have been proposed such as MobiAgent [19]7 that
allows users to access various services (e.g. web search, remote applications control …) using
their mobile phones or PDAs. A Personal Agent (PA) is created in a centralized server for each
user sending a request for a specific service. The latter get disconnected from the network and is
then notified by the PA of the results it has found. Another System called Andiamo [16] suits for
the same principle proposing an agent-based framework using the ToothAgent architecture [20].
Existent ride sharing systems mainly tackle the problem of accessing the system through mobile
phones or PDA but remain limited since they are very restricted to the only task of searching for
possible matching according to users’ moving needs without allowing any flexibility. Thus,
automated requests management performed by super-agents was their only important
contribution to ameliorate the carpooling service overriding real time and optimization aspects.
The Multi-agent Concept Within DOMARTiC
As stated above, processing dynamic carpooling users' requests is of combinatorial complexity.
Besides, the network’s modeling previously proposed is suitable for a distributed architecture.
This comes to confirm the choice of adopting the multi-agent concept to efficiently deal with
dynamic carpooling service. Furthermore, the multi-agent concept is yet more useful as we
consider an optimization issue.
Several entities referring, among others, to users’ and cars’ assistants evolve within our system
and are able to communicate and exchange information. Users of our system are then provided
with a communication support so that they can instantly interact and communicate with each
other and with the carpooling server that is also made up of several entities.

7

http://www.docstoc.com/docs/58249789/Genghis---A-Multiagent-Carpooling-System
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FIGURE 9: Agent modeling within DOMARTiC.

Thanks to this concept, DOMARTiC is provided with an interactive support, enabling the involved
entities to exchange information and ensure a coherent process as it is show in Figure 10.
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FIGURE 10: Messages exchange to perform DOMARTiC’s process.
Agents’ functioning:
In this section, entities involved in our system are described with the main features they are
responsible for:
User Interface Agent (UIA): created for each user connected to the system and is responsible for
receiving its demand and transmits it to the Information Agent (IA). After the optimized process is
performed, it provides the user with the generated response,
Vehicle Interface Agent (VIA): ensures driver's exchange with the involved agents (i.e. IA
respectively the MA) transmitting the offer it proposes or receiving notifications of pickup and
deposit addresses.
Information Agent (IA): must provide the Decomposing Agent with the necessary information on
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users' requests and the itineraries (i.e. drivers’ offers) that might be suitable for those requests.
time, an example of
For this purpose, it should firstly perform requests reception during
received requests at time t = 9h10 is given in table 2.
User’s
Identifier

Request’s Origin

Request’s
Destination

Number of
Persons

De

A

1

9h10

10h40

2

9h10

10h00

1

9h10

10h15

2

9h10

10h10

2

9h13

10h00

4

9h10

10h30

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
TABLE 2: Users’ requests received at time t (D(t))

Secondly, the IA asks for available offers’ specifications (table 3) sending a specific message
(Request_For_Offer) to each operating VIA. This is based on the concept of agents’ coalition to
ensure coherence of the responses provided.
Vehicle’s
Identifier

Offer’s Origin

Offer’s
Destination

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10

Number of
Places

ID

De

A

1

_

10h15

3

_

13h00

4

_

11h00

3

_

12h15

7

_

11h15

8

_

12h10

2

_

12h00

1

_

9h45

3

_

13h15

4

_

10h30

TABLE 3: Cars’ offers available at time t (O(t))
Decomposing agent (DA): Having received the required information (i.e. Requests and Offers’
specifications) from the IA, the DA is responsible for performing the previously described
subdivision principle and according to which it should determine nodes close to each other and
create a zone for each set of neighbors and an optimizing Agent for each established zone.
Based on available information (table 2 and Table 3), Figure 11 illustrates a view of the served
network on real map here limited to the only geographical area including the whole set of offers
and demands. In this Figure, users' dispersion through the considered real map are represented
according to their location (i.e. current coordinates) captured through GPS tools. Addresses to go
to (i.e. final destinations of users and drivers) are also represented.
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FIGURE 11: Offers and demands’ specifications across the geographical network.
To establish such view, we have used automatic geolocation software called Cartocom. The latter
integrates world real maps and is based on GPS tools to calculate itineraries based on the
information inserted. An example of car itinerary’s generation according to its origin, final and
intermediate destinations is given by Figure 12.

FIGURE 12: C7’ itinerary's view on real maps.
Figure 13 shows how users and cars are spread with their respective itineraries over the
considered area, here French regions, as the given example has been tested in France.
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FIGURE 13: Vehicles’ and users’ scattering over the network.
Based on the established itineraries, a graph modeling is realized defining automated data
structures that contain the available information according to the previously defined formalism.
Figure 14 illustrates an automated translation of the real network's representation observed in
Figure 13.

FIGURE 14: Graph modeling of users' requests and cars' offers.
The several steps involved within the decomposition process are then carried out on the
established model. Consequently, several sets of neighbors are constructed leading to many
distinct zones spread over the network as shown in Figure 15.
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FIGURE 15: Zones established according to the decomposition process.
Optimizing Agent: locally processes optimized algorithms to search for convenient and optimized
cars allocation. The optimized responses generation is performed in parallel, in a decentralized
way, according to the distributed physical architecture set up through the subdivision process. In
fact, an Optimizing Agent is created for each area established by the decomposition process and
locally processes users' requests involved within its boundaries performing Algorithm 1. Each OA
performs the implemented algorithm processing Optimized and Distributed Assignment of
Vehicles to users (ODAVe) in order to find out the best cars’ allocation regarding the global
traveling duration while ensuring the continuity of the journey (i.e. providing final optimized and
complete solution). Before optimization process begins, each zone OAp determines the
optimization’s parameters w1,p and w2,p.
Algorithm 1 is performed by every Optimizing Agent OAp responsible for locally processing
optimized assignment of vehicles to users requests (
) which specifications (i.e. origins)
are included within the zone Zp it represents. Thus, in the beginning of the process, Optimizing
Agents (OAs) representing Primary Zones that include users’ requests' origins are firstly
launched. In fact, these OAs represent the only zones including users' requests that could be
performed at the process first iteration.
However, in later iterations, many Optimizing Agents, may them represent either Primary or
Intermediate zones, could be involved within the running process since they could have received
requests from other OAs. Indeed, as shown in Algorithm 1 which is performed by each OA
receiving a request, the way to process requests is the same for each partial or global initial
request:
At first, OAp has to search for Optimized Global Itinerary (i.e. OGI) responding to the whole
asked trip and fitting the previously established constraints (i.e. De, A, number of places ...)
(Verify Constraints(...)).
As shown in Algorithm 2, each optimizing agent begins its process searching for possibilities (i.e.
vehicles’ offers) that may be assigned to a given request. A set of Potential Solutions (PS) is then
filled with the extracted feasible solutions. Each potential solution is a data structure representing
a given possibility related to a vehicle's offer on a given route. Thus, each single PS is
characterized by trip's specifications (i.e. origin, destination, Vehicle Identifier, the number of
available places within it, the Global Duration (GD), the departure time at the earliest (De) of the
considered vehicle at the given origin, its arrival time (A) at the specified destination, and the
related fitness value). Thereafter, the final solution is chosen as the optimal one (PSo) with
regards to the previously stated objective function (i.e. Fitness value for each considered
possibility of a specific vehicle).
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Data:
: set of Demands included within the represented zone
incumbent on OAp; O(t):
set of Offers; TDT: Tolerable Delay Threshold; TAT: Traveling Average Time; time system t;
Results: The set of Solutions S for the considered requests
Initialization: Solution S
,
Calculate Optimization Parameters;
1.
2. For Each Demand such that
do
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

OGI ( );
If
then
such that
do
For Each Offer
IN
IN
End for
Repeat
NN
IN \ NN
IN
Set Request
)
OGI ( )
Containing_Zone (NN) {
}
Set Request
Send Request
to
{
is the Optimizing Agent responsible for performing
requests which origins belong to perimeter}
16.
Receive Response From
{
performs ODAVe on
and sends partial
solutions
to
}
then
17. If
18.
19. Else
20.
21. End if
22. Until
Or
23. End If
24.
25. End for
Select a Merging Agent ()
26. MA
27. Send S to MA
ALGORITHM 1: ODAV : Optimized Distributed and dynamic Assignment of Vehicles to users.
Secondly, if no car serves the whole considered route or could not fulfill the considered user's
expectations in terms of time of departure or/and time of arrival or/and number of places
available, etc. OAp searches for possible itineraries combinations… For this purpose, it must:
Determine a set of Intersection Nodes (IN). Each element of this set corresponds to the closest
node served by a given vehicle to the asked final destination. For this purpose, the whole set of
existing drivers' offers is considered. IN is then established based on a comparison of the
itineraries of each available car with the asked itinerary determining their intersection.
Extract the most approximate served node (i.e. NN : the Nearest Node to the final destination
),
Decompose the initial request into two distinct demands. The first one is performed by the
considered operating OA (i.e. OAp),
Calculate the necessary parameters (i.e. De, A, ...) characterizing the second partial request,
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) over which
Determine the zone Zc containing NN and the corresponding Optimizing Agent (
the whole process (i.e. Algorithm 1) is relaunched dealing with the second partial demand,
Wait for the corresponding solution. The latter must be valid (i.e. not empty) so that the first agent
can recompose a whole global itinerary,
Otherwise, step 2 is performed until the received solution is valid as there remain possibilities to
test.
According to the previously established distributed architecture and on the base of the given
example, 5 OAs have been created to ensure the optimized requests processing. The whole set
of solutions provided by the end of the process is illustrated in Figure 16.

FIGURE 16: Itineraries details within solutions provided to users according to the assigned
vehicles

Data: : a specific demand included within the represented zone Zp incumbent on OAp;
O (t): set of Offers; time system t;
,
Results: : the global optimized solution performed for the considered request
Initialization: Solution
1. For Each Offer

such that

2. If

then

3. If

then

do

4. Calculate (
5. If Verify Constraints (
6. PS
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

= True then

PS

End if
End if
End if
End for

Choose

from

with minimum Fitness

12. Return
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ALGORITHM 2: Optimized Global Itinerary (OGI).
Applying ODAV:
Here are some results of how the adopted optimizing algorithms are applied over the involved
entities (OA) according to the previously given example. Different values of the TAT are
represented in Table 4:
Departure Time
Nomal Period
Normal Period
Rush Hour
Rush Hour
Normal Period
Normal Period
…

Weather

Type of the Road

Rain
Rain
Rain
Rain
Normal
Normal
…

Highway
Secondary Road
Highway
Secondary Road
Highway
Secondary Road
…

Traveling Average Time (per
100 km)
Speed=100km/h TAT=75 min
Speed=70km/h TAT=120 min
TAT=100 min
TAT=150 min
TAT=67 min
TAT=86 min
…

TABLE 4: Given information about the Traveling Average Time (TAT)
According to the subdivision process previously performed on the given example, four Optimizing
Agents are firstly lunched at the same time dealing with users’ requests located within the
determined Primary Zones. Then, if partial requests are established with intermediate origins
situated in Intermediate Zones, the corresponding agents begin their process at the first request
received.
Some computational details are shown through Figures 17, 18, and 19 showing computing
operations performed respectively by OA3, OA4 and OA2.

FIGURE 17: Searching for optimized vehicle assignment matching U4's request appropriately to
the specified parameters
Figure 17 illustrates the operational process performed by OA3 searching for an optimal journey
responding to the only request involved within the zone it is responsible for (PZ3). It shows a
basic scenario where only a car (C2) may satisfy the asked trip and so presents a feasible but
also complete solution. Thus, no optimizing choice is done in this case; C2 also corresponds to
U4’s expectations with regards to the time of Departure at the earliest and Arrival time at the
latest.
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FIGURE 18: Searching for optimized adequate vehicle to U5’s request
Figure 18 illustrates the process done by OA4 searching for possible solutions to U5 and which
are finally restricted to only one that fits well to the user’s expectations. In fact, C9 serves the
route asked by U5 but doest not fulfil its demand since it does not provide enough places while C6
presents a sufficient number of vacant places in addition to satisfying the remaining conditions
related to U5’s requirements.

FIGURE 19: A void solution for U6’s request
As shown in Figure 19, there is no solution (i.e. available car) corresponding to the second part
composing the initial request (ID1,
). In this case, as we mainly seek for complete solutions
aiming at performing continuous trips till the asked final destination, no solution is provided to the
concerned user (U6) essentially trying to ensure the security of the passengers and their
satisfaction.
In addition to performing optimized requests’ management, the adopted algorithms helped profit
from the multi-agent concept setting up a distributed process over the various agents evolving
within our system without having to suffer the inconveniences it may cause namely important
communication flows that may condemn the real time aspect. In this context, as the proposed
algorithms optimize the process of possibilities generation, they optimize by the way the use of
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the communication support in the sense that only concerned agents with the extracted
possibilities interact and then avoid extra flows.

4. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
With the rise of communication technologies, it becomes relatively easier to deal with problems
requiring short process delays. A negligible solving time is of prior order when having to instantly
carry out responses for real time queries. Dynamic carpooling is set in this problems category.
Therefore, this problem is given priority in this paper. Indeed, to support sustainable mobility
mainly based on carpooling, we focus on processing dynamic users’ requests in an optimized
way. Thus, a new approach called Distributed Optimized approach based on the Multi-Agent
concept for Real Time Carpooling service (DOMARTiC) is proposed. In this approach, we
introduce a distributed technical architecture to optimize parallel users’ requests’ processing
considering the principle of Multi-Agent systems. In conjunction with the proposed geographical
network decomposition, the multi-agent concept highlights the distributed architecture and helps
decomposing complex initial tasks to better perform optimized cars' assignment (efficiently and
promptly).
Thanks to the proposed graph modeling and the multi-agent concept, the original problem is then
decomposed into multiple less complex tasks helping to perform decentralized parallel process
over the established areas. This importantly reduces optimization problem's complexity and so
helped to set up a process generating optimized responses within a reasonable runtime.
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